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 As patrons we are delighted to see the Women’s   

 Engineering Society take this bold step in its  

 development towards the appointment of a Chief 

Executive and an ambitious programme that seeks to inspire 

women, educators and employers alike. Never has the 

engineering profession needed a diverse and gender balanced 

workforce more than in these globally competitive times.

Evidence continues to mount that diverse teams develop 

better products. Company performance increases when 

employees feel valued and yet the skills and pay gap still exists. 

The Women’s Engineering Society continues to provide a 

vital function, a source of inspiration to many and support to 

others. As a small charitable organisation the dedication of the 

organisation’s Council, its strong governance and large number 

of active members continues to deliver an amazing array of 

activities and events. 

The launch in 2002 of MentorSET set the pace for 

innovative programmes that meet the needs of women with a 

non-linear career path. The organisation now seeks to expand 

its programme targeting leadership development, connecting 

student groups with working women and hosting on-line 

career progression and keep-in-touch seminars as well as 

offering advice and knowledge to its sponsoring organisations. 

We urge organisations from across the science and 

engineering sectors to support WES to inspire more women 

to take up and achieve in engineering and technology before 

to make public their commitment to building an inclusive and 

exciting working place fit for women and men in the 21st 

century.

 ANN DoWliNg RobERT MAlpAS
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Executive Summary
This document details the plans for expansion and the 

mechanisms by which WES will build a more effective 

organisation. An organisation capable of inspiring women to 

become professionally qualified to bring greater diversity and 

innovation to the UK economy. industry partners are sought to 

ensure that the stages of the redevelopment programme take 

place effectively. Through a variety of sources, WES is seeking 

to increase its annual operating budget to £1 million creating a 

chief executive role and fully staffed team.

About WES

Vision

Where engineers and engineering enhance the lives of 

future generations through a diverse, innovative and creative 

workforce. 

Mission

WES’ mission is to inspire women to achieve their potential 

as scientists, engineers and leaders and to assist educators, 

managers and employers in making this happen.

Our work

The Society manages legacies and endowments, lectures and 

awards and in 2001 established MentorSET. An active regional 

network of circles and student groups, in conjunction with the 

annual conference and website, provides the lifeblood of our 

inspiration, networking and support. our membership covers 

many sectors of industry, occupations and levels of seniority. 

Members take an active role in promoting the profession as 

well as advising, inspiring and mentoring younger women.

Evolving to meet the needs of 
industry in the 21st century
The Women’s Engineering Society (WES) has written this 

document to meet the demands of the 21st century in response 

to increased calls for the inclusion of women in the science and 

engineering enterprise. Changes to WES’ stakeholders and allies, 

as well as recent equalities legislation, have strained the Society’s 

volunteer resources. WES will strengthen its grass roots, 

individual focus through innovation, inspiration and impact.

Objectives

our objectives in making this step change are to:

Seek sponsorship from four Friends of WES, each 

representing different industry sectors.

build a Corporate partnership Council aiding the ongoing 

development and delivery of the WES strategy. Target of 20 

members. 

increase Corporate group Membership – Target 20 

members. 

Seek 10 members for the Higher Education Champions ‘Five 

plus Five’ Campaign 

increase individual membership to 2000 through 

collaboration with stakeholders and proactively engaging 

with scientists and technologists. 

Benefits

Through Mission bluebell organisations and industry will 

benefit as WES enables the development of a diverse, 

sustainable and industry relevant resource of engineers 

and technologists. by supporting WES, organisations can 

demonstrate a commitment to promoting an inclusive business 

culture whilst actively addressing their own organisational 

needs and those of legislation. 

Mission Bluebell

WES is preparing to launch Mission bluebell delivering an 

exciting programme of networking, mentoring and support for 

women across the country. in addition a new range of services 

will be developed for industry and professional organisations 

enabling them to attract and advance their women scientists 

and engineers. To meet this, three new strategy teams of 

volunteers are developing:

A Higher Education Strategy and Programme to 

strengthen and connect the student and professional 

membership bases.  

A WES Champions and Leadership Development 
programme to complement the UK resource centre 

women of achievement portrait competition.

A Corporate Programme to deliver services to 

professional societies and employers.

The Bluebell Wood

The bluebell Wood is an inspirational vista and manifestation 

of spring and new beginnings. The visionary impact of 

thousands of bluebells will inspire the launch of WES’ 

new mission for the future. bluebells and grass co-exist in 

harmony achieving impact and strength in partnership as we 

intend to work with the profession. 
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Introduction

About WES

The Women’s Engineering Society is a not-for-profit 

professional network of women engineers, scientists and 

technologists offering inspiration, support and professional 

development. Working in partnership, we campaign to 

encourage women to participate and achieve as engineers, 

scientists and as leaders.  

WES is the only significant, multidisciplinary network for 

women in science, technology and engineering in the UK. 

The Society has been instrumental in engaging other agencies 

in working to inspire more women into science, technology, 

engineering, education and careers.

There has never been a greater need for a focused, 

dedicated and knowledgeable grass roots organisation. And 

WES is well placed to evolve in order to offer greater support to 

the industry, universities, colleges and professions it serves. 

This business plan launches Mission bluebell, a programme 

of services to connect student groups with practising 

engineers, develop stronger mentoring activities and 

professional and leadership development. Developed and 

delivered in partnership, it will enable educators and employers 

to recruit train and retain a skilled workforce of women. 

Well connected to public, private and professional 

organisations, we have contributed a diverse range of 

experiences and disciplines to the debate on science 

and innovation policy and research. We work across the 

international science, technology and engineering professional 

bodies and women’s groups, playing an active role on many 

fronts championing women in science, engineering and 

technology. Further information about the governance and 

current financial position of WES is found in Annex 1.

Why SET needs more women

While many women studying and working in SET participate 

in supportive mixed environments, others find themselves 

isolated and in some cases in unwelcoming and non-inclusive 

workplace cultures. Many competent women find themselves 

permanently penalised in their careers because of temporary 

family obligations. Statistics show that even women without 

caring responsibilities often lag behind their male peers in 

pay and promotion, albeit with a smaller pay gap (11%) than 

compared to the national average (18%). 

predicted skills shortages, competition from india and China 

and the global reliance on the use of technology are focusing 

employers’ minds more than ever on talent management and 

inclusion in the workplace. Employers want the best talent, and 

want diverse teams to produce the best products for diverse 

markets. The UK government aims for the UK to become, 

“the best place in the world to start and grow a business” 

(lord Sainsbury, 2006). if the UK workforce, by 2010, is only 

a third white and male (EoC, 2006) then the talent to ensure 

the UK is a knowledge incubator and a major economic player 

will need to come from another direction. Migrant scientists 

and engineers may be one source of talent, but increasingly, 

people spend time in the UK acquiring knowledge, skills and 

experience and then simply take it back home. The US is 

equally concerned about its own technical skills shortage, as 

are other developed nations. The UK must therefore look more 

seriously to its own underused and undervalued resource. 

There is a clear link between diversity in the workplace, its 

leadership, improved financial performance and productivity; 

hence employers continue to ask WES for help in attracting 

women to apply for vacancies and encourage them to stay and 

progress their careers. For organisations that need to maintain 

a competitive advantage and beat the skills gap there is need 

for urgent action.

“… Despite larger pay awards ... women are more likely to 

resign. In this year’s survey, female resignation rates stand 

at 5.7 per cent, compared to 4.0 per cent for men. The 

engineering sector has a resignation rate of 2.8 per cent for 

women and 0.9 for men.“�

The number of female chartered engineers is still only 3.2%2.

Role models are vital. Atkins has established the Atkins 

inspire Awards to recognise the industry’s outstanding women 

achievers. The institution of Engineering and Technology has 

been running the Young Woman Engineer of the Year Award 

for 30 years to find ambassadors for the profession. WES’ 90th 

anniversary in 2009 offers an impetus to celebrate women’s 

contribution across the engineering profession and to raise 

the profile of women engineers in conjunction with the WiSE 

Campaign’s 25th anniversary. 

The plan also clearly sets out the Society’s values, mission 

and aims in a context relevant to the 21st century. 

Working in partnership across the community and regions, 

this programme will channel energies to deliver a proactive, 

effective range of activities that will inspire and invigorate 

women to achieve and advance. 

1 http://www.theengineer.co.uk  September 2006 
2 http://www.guidance-research.org/future-trends/engineering/equal-op
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Future for WES:  
Mission Bluebell
Vision

Where engineers and engineering enhance the lives of 

future generations through a diverse, innovative and creative 

workforce 

Mission

WES’ mission is to inspire women to achieve their potential 

as scientists, engineers and leaders and to assist educators, 

managers and employers in making this happen.

We will pursue this mission in partnership with professional and 

academic institutions, government agencies, other advocacy 

groups and employers.  in support of its mission WES will 

undertake projects itself, advocate effort by others and support 

other organisations that are working towards these aims.

Mission Bluebell

The inspirational manifestation of spring, of new beginnings, 

bluebells achieve impact through co-existence. With Mission 

bluebell WES will reach four communities to enable women 

engineers to connect and flourish

Women

Mentoring and support – increasing the size and 

coverage of the innovative WES MentorSET scheme to reach 

more women mentors and mentees.

Student programme – Connecting student groups in 

higher education to share good practice, offer open days, 

peer and student mentoring and to coordinate recruitment 

events with employers.

Networking and professional development – Ensuring 

greater numbers of women engineers and scientists are able 

to benefit from the opportunities of being involved with 

WES. offering regional coordinated activities to benefit 







businesses, professional society branches, groups and 

ultimately young people through site visits, profile speakers 

and training for women in management and personal 

brand development to enable them to be more effective 

champions.

A voice for women – offering a more effective voice 

and wider perspective to ensure that government and, in 

particular, the departments responsible for industry, science, 

innovation and education understand how they can help to 

tackle the skills gap through tackling gender inclusion.

Leadership development – Through selected Champions 

who will receive training and coaching a senior network will 

develop with online professional development and technical 

seminars.

Employers

Access to informed advice, knowledge and evidence on 

recruitment, retention leadership and flexibility in the 

workplace

Access for women engineers, tailored leadership, personal 

development and networking

Access to the acclaimed national mentoring scheme, 

MentorSET

WES Newsletter and articles or profiles for in-house 

magazines

Evidence of a visible sign of your commitment to gender 

equality through support

Sponsorship of leadership and technical workshops by 

women to be streamed through WESWEb.

Universities

Evidence of commitment to gender equality

Knowledge sharing and good practice

Networks with other universities connecting students on a 

specially developed on-line social network

on-line seminars

public profile of commitment.

Professional societies

Access to an established network of women engineers 

offering seminars and personal development

information and articles on equality issues and role model 

profiles

Way to demonstrate commitment to changing the face of 

the profession

participation in professional development activities and a 

champion programme for women

Accessing women students and encouraging them to join 

the professional body

Funding mechanism and model to facilitate student led 

groups by male or female staff accessing role models as 

required.

Achieving this step change will stretch WES volunteers. 

However, we believe that we have no option if we are to be 

of benefit to women already employed in these sectors and 

technology businesses based in the UK.
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Strategic aims
WES has developed four strategic aims which will help to clarify 

our decisions about the allocation of WES’ resources over the 

coming six years. These are represented in Figure 1 and the 

desired impact of WES represented in Figure 2.

Figure 1 – The four WES aims

Building inclusive workplace  
cultures

Celebrating women 
engineers

Advocacy, lobbying and being the  
voice of the women engineer

Supporting women engineers  
at all levels

Figure 2 – Illustration of the desired  
impact of the WES aims

More women 
work at all 

levels of the 
profession

Workplace 
cultures are 
increasingly 
inclusive

Women 
engineers     
and their 
contribution 
to society are 
celebrated 
and valued

Gender perspectives 
are evident in 
engineering policies 
and practices

AIM 1: providing inspiration, support and information to 

members and the profession

WES will inspire women scientists and engineers to 

achieve their potential and become leaders through 

an exciting and innovative partnership programme. 

We will – 

Develop regional activities with other professional 

branches to hold joint self development workshops, 

seminars and leadership training. 

Establish a group led by engineering Vice Chancellors to 







strengthen existing university based groups and connect 

students with WES members. 

Develop a student programme in partnership with 

Napier University for grass roots’ response.

Develop a seminar programme for dissemination on-line. 

Secure the development of MentorSET. 

Create virtual and actual networking opportunities for 

women engineers and scientists.

WES membership will grow by 30% per annum 

and reduce the number of people who drop their 

membership by 80%.

WES will identify Vice Chancellors with engineering 

related backgrounds and invite them to join our 

corporate programme and a strategy group.

AIM 2: A voice for women engineers

WES will become a stronger voice for women in 

engineering. Increased involvement in consultations 

with government, public bodies, industry stakeholders 

and other women’s organisations to ensure that 

women’s perspectives are brought to global 

engineering and science policy, practices and ethics.

WES has historically made a significant contribution 

to the policy-making environment, contributing to the 

development of a number of government policy papers. 

Through renewed links with the professional societies and 

Women’s National Commission, WES will develop a more 

effective process to ensure that the WES membership and 

women engineers and scientists have more input into policy 

discussions and developments. WES will encourage more 

members to take part in consultations and ensure that more 

women engineers:

are represented in inter-professional groups 

are represented in SET professional groups 

sit on policy-making, decision-making and company 

boards 

obtain chartered/professional registration.

in order to help members become more involved in policy 

issues, we will: 

develop new services through enhanced website

hold seminars on interdisciplinary working.

AIM 3: Raising the profile of and celebrating women in 

engineering

The production of accessible, relevant role models for 

women at all stages in their careers is an important 

way to communicate that women can be engineers, 

are engineers and can be very good engineers. 

The 2009 Working group, led by a WES patron, in 

partnership with the WiSE Campaign will aid in fundraising 

and engaging the engineering community in making 2009 a 

year of success. WES’ development programme includes:

Create WES Champions through speaker training and 

advocacy.

producing an on-line archive of images of women 

engineers and engineering by women (small revenue 

generation).
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Campaign for workwear that fits women in partnership 

with the sector and breast cancer charity.

literature and resources celebrating women engineers, 

including an update of the current ‘Celebrating Women 

Engineers’ book.

Strengthening links with engineering societies and other 

organisations to promote WES and women’s networking 

and inclusive literature.

AIM 4: Tackling workplace cultures and leadership 

promotion for women engineers 

Women still face dilemmas not encountered to the 

same extent by men, in a working environment that 

typically includes inflexible project budgets, tight 

timescales and high quality. The result is long hours, 

high stress, little flexibility and rewards that do not 

match those in other professions.

in some cases women feel they must work harder, be more 

flexible and perform better than male colleagues to achieve 

recognition. This results in a lack of mature senior women 

engineers in the workforce. 

WES works to build an exciting workplace with a 

culture that fosters and values innovation. WES supports 

‘kitemarking’, such as the Athena Award, SWAN Charter, 

currently run by Athena and the UKRC. WES will work with 

the trade associations, professional bodies and public sector 

agencies to help women influence change in their own 

workplaces. 

To achieve this aim we propose the following:

prepare a workplace culture guide/charter defining  

WES’ unique perspective and value, in print and on  

the WES website 

offer practical input to companies and universities to 

recruit and retain women in SET 

prepare and train a list of five to ten WES members who 

will be available to speak about women in engineering 

at equality organisation events and to promote WES in 

their talks 

offer a speaker training course for members 

Encourage the professional institutions to add gender 

inclusion to accreditation programmes and to invite 

women engineers onto their boards

Support returners through networking, MentorSET and 

the Daphne Jackson Trust.  

in the first instance two project funding applications will be 

developed to pay for project managers, in addition, secondees 

will be sought from industry. The development programme is 

outlined below.

Targets

The plan demonstrates how WES will make progress over 

the next five years. industry secondees will be sought to help 

with initial profile raising activities including organising the 

Corporate partners and Vice Chancellors dinners, project 

development of the on-line seminar programme, the WES 

Champions’ speaker training programme, leadership seminars 





















and to develop the pR strategy. The WES Champions will be 

strong advocates for WES and will cover all sectors.

2007-2008 2008 2012

Mission bluebell start
4 corporate partners
5 HEi members
big 3 institution 
supporters
Champions 
programme start
on-line Seminar 
programme start
Website 
redevelopment 
complete 
Dinners with VCs and 
Corporate partners

















Corporate partnership 
council launch
pR strategy 
development (secondee)
launch HE strategy 
group
image databank project
Student on-line forum 
commences
MentorSET expansion 
plan 
on line jobs board
Recruitment drive and 
profile raising of WES

















“We love it” campaign 
– year long programme 
of events
on-line image bank 
launched
Regional events 
programme
Year long celebrations
30 strong corporate 
partnership council
Enhanced Women 
Engineer  journal  
launched













Issues and challenges

in recent years, the UK women in science community has 

changed led by government policy and funding. However, 

the grass roots’ activity supporting women has evolved 

little from the perspective of working women with further 

small, disconnected groups springing up, loss of Women into 

Computing and the national AWiSE organisation. An increasing 

number of activities by the UK national centre, established in 

2004, has put a strain on WES volunteers. 

TABLE 1 – SUMMARy OF THE ISSUES AND ACTIONS

Key Concerns Action Barrier/Solution

Demands on volunteers 

interacting in the post SET 

Fair arena

increase the WES paid resource 

to complement and make better 

use of volunteer time

Funds

Time to manage recruitment

Development time of 

projects (MentorSET and 

Speaking out)

increase paid resource or do not 

undertake projects

Appoint development manager. 

Need to raise funds.

loss of AWiSE and WiC broaden WES remit to fully 

embrace articles of association 

opportunities for an unfulfilled 

market. potential barrier that 

WES appears to be too discipline 

focused and not relevant. WES 

to consider renaming and 

embrace wider disciplines.

Expansion of MentorSET 

and securing funds and 

office space

Approach ETb and secure place 

in STEM House

Seek future sponsorship and 

develop a business model with 

levels of service.

profile and impact of WES build relationships, develop 

action oriented programme that 

builds on regional groups. Focus 

on 90th and 100th.

Seek future sponsorship and 

develop a business model with 

levels of service. Engage key 

supporters in anniversaries.

As a result WES needs to increase its operational effectiveness 

to benefit the combined UK efforts for individual women, 

WES and industry.  Council has identified the need to build 

an organisation that is capable of responding to the increased 

demands on its volunteers brought about by the increase in the 

number of paid professionals operating in this arena. Above 

all, WES needs to ensure that the volunteer force does not drift 

away, believing the job is done. WES has strong governance 
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and a sound financial basis, to become more proactive, to 

deliver an effective service for stakeholders and to make a 

more concerted drive towards achieving its mission.

in the preparation of this document WES undertook a 

membership survey, SWoT analysis and an environmental 

STEEplE audit to identify the limiting factors in making 

progress toward the mission. These are summarised in Table 1.

Governance and 
Resources
A three step process is envisaged to deliver this business 

strategy. 

Figure 3 – Step Changes for WES

STEP 3 – Sustainability

professional support and delivery dialogue 
with corporate partnership council

STEP 2 – Development Funding

Chief Executive, project Manager, pR

STEP 1 – Enabling Finance

business Development Manager

Step 1 Enabling Funding

WES seeks four core sponsors – to be Friends of WES 

– to enable it to make the transition from an overstretched 

volunteer force to one that can develop the business plan and 

attract further funding.

Further funding will be targeted from other stakeholders 

as part of the WES corporate development programme 

including: businesses, professional bodies and higher education 

institutions. 

Step 2 Development Funding 

A new WES corporate fundraising programme will offer key 

stakeholders the opportunity to take part in an inspirational 

and innovative programme offering support for women 

engineers and scientists. A summary of the proposed 

fundraising programme is shown in Table 2.

Step 3 Sustainability 

A Corporate partnership Council will ensure the Society is 

appraised of industry trends in technology and recruitment 

needs to enable the Society to tailor its work programme. 

Engagement of the CpC members with WES will enable 

members to strengthen their efforts to recruit, retain and 

promote women and meet the requirements of the gender 

equality duty. on-going projects and marketing will increase 

membership and ensure a programme of training, networking 

and support is available to women across the profession.

This will require an evolution of the governance structure.

The volunteer board of trustees (Council) will remain to oversee 

corporate WES governance. Four core ‘WES Friends’ will be 

sought to help advice and steer the organisation through this 

metamorphosis. 

A new Corporate partnership Council will be created 

comprising key businesses and other stakeholders including the 

larger professional institutions.   

A Higher Education Champions group will oversee and 

advise the higher education

Figure 4 – Proposed governance and management. 

COUNCIL
(Trustees)

Editorial 
Board & 
Editor

Vice 
President 
Profession

Vice 
President

Higher 
Education

Vice 
President
Funding

Vice 
President

Membership

Admin & 
project 

managers

Higher 
Education 
Champions 

Group

Corporate 
Partnership 

Council

PRESIDENT

Business 
development 

manager/ 
CEO 

 

The Business Development Manager 

A business development manager role is envisaged. The 

funding will dictate whether a part-time position is required. 

The business development manager will:

Facilitate the generation of materials for a recruitment 

campaign and back-up materials to increase membership 

and revenue. 

Establish an advisory board to champion the Society’s 

objectives, provide guidance and help improve cross-

sectoral connections and ensure that WES remains focused 

on delivery for the key stakeholders. 

in dialogue with Council will define the job and person 

specifications and work with a sponsor to manage the 

recruitment programme for the CEo, finance manager and 

project managers. The new team will define and deliver 
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a new effective programme to complement the work 

of the UKRC by working to champion women in SET, to 

speak for women in SET and to improve networking and 

support measures for women in science, engineering and 

technology. 

Specification

Skills and experience in sales and marketing will be vital 

to convey the energy and verve of women engineers and 

scientists. This post needs someone experienced in brokering 

relationships with important organisations. 

While the person may be a qualified scientist or engineer, 

experience of working in a successful voluntary organisation in 

a management capacity will be equally if not more important. 

A good understanding of the SET policy environment would be 

desireable 

While networking across the equalities and STEM 

communities will be an important part of this post, it is not 

expected to be a representative role for the sake of having WES 

represented at meetings and events. WES will still call on and 

rely on its volunteers to attend meetings when possible. The 

post-holder will:

build the business plan

identify and secure further sponsorship 

Undertake a promotional recruitment campaign 

Manage a steering group for the year of women in 

engineering.

Business Model
The proposed WES business model is based on a combination 

of generating new income sources, building on the existing 

infrastructure and governance, whilst developing new strategic 

alliances and sponsorship opportunities. Staff costs are estimated 

at £120,000 per annum  and include chief executive, project 

manager, finance and administration, detailed in Annex 1.  

Two important foundation blocks are already in place:

WES has sponsorship from the institution of Engineering 

Technology (iET) for its registered office and office space 

and support for the WES administrator. in addition the 

iET generously sponsors the Daphne Jackson lecture with 

£10,000).

The Engineering Technology board has agreed to provide 

office, storage space and meeting rooms at a central 

london location in STEMHouse from August 2007 with the 

option of further space as WES expands.

Key targets to establish a secure future

Sponsorship from four Friends of WES, representing 

different industry sectors. of £50,000 each initially for 2 

years each 

build a Corporate partnership Council to aid on going 

development and delivery of WES strategy and delivery. 

Membership of the Council  £15,000 per annum for an 

initial 5 year programme. Target of 20 members. 

Corporate group Membership up to £3000 per annum 

(organisation size dependent). Target 20 members. 



















Twenty members for the Higher Education Champions Five 

plus Five Campaign  £5000 per annum plus commitment to 

support a student and staff group with minimum additional 

funding commitment of £5,000 per annum for staff time 

and facilities. 

WES’ professional partners from the professional societies 

will be offered membership and regional coordination of 

activities, seminars and personal development sessions as 

well as access to MentorSET, depending on their overall size. 

other services will be developed including knowledge and 

role models. 

Membership will be increased to 2000 through working 

with stakeholders to recruit more members, as well as 

proactively welcoming scientists and technologists. This will 

generate added income of £7,000 per extra 500 members.

project proposals target is £50,000 in year 1. 

The Sponsors and Advocates programme will include access to 

the following:

The WES image databank project will be submitted to other 

funding sources and will generate a modest income to the 

Society of £2,000 based on licensing use of 100 images per 

year at £20 per image. 

Applications for projects will be made with contractors 

employed as project managers for example to develop the 

Champions network, leadership development programme 

andf the student networking project. 

TABLE 2 – FINANCIAL FORECASTS AND TARGETS
 Unit 

contribution
2007 2008 2012

Current base income 2006  30,000 30,000 30,000

Core Friends of WES 50,000 150,000 200,000 200,000

pump priming funding for senior post  25,000 50,000 50,000

Corporate partnership Council 15,000 75,000 300,000 300,000

increase in membership by £7,000 per 

500 members
  7,000 21,000

professional body corporate member @ 

£250 - £3000
 75,000 155,000 155,000

group member £3000 3000 6,750 21,750 66,750

WES HE Champion @£5000 5000 15000 55,000 100000

project funding from proposals  50,000 100,000 200,000

Target income  426,750 918,750 1,122,750

Financial surplus over the current stable core of £30,000 will be 

used for example to:

1. Employ a business development manager, project manager,  

membership manager and finance support, securing 

contributions in kind as appropriate.

2. Develop MentorSET and its services to benefit WES 

membership and non members (through fees).

3. Engage a pR organisation to manage fund raising and 

corporate sponsorship and raise the profile of WES and its 

supporting organisations.

4. Establish higher education champions group and student 

programme.

5. Develop vigorous regional collaborations and events 
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with professional bodies and learned societies and run 

a leadership programme and training for WES women 

Champions.

6. Engage WES members in aiding employers to evolve the 

workplace culture from the inside.

Recruitment and appointment costs of business Development 

Manager / Chief Executive have been considered by the WES 

accountant and are detailed in Annex 1. proposed budget lines 

are detailed in Table 3.

TABLE 3 – PROPOSED PROGRAMME ELEMENTS
Programme budget lines for Mission Bluebell

1 profile raising campaign, literature development

2 Develop MentorSET and its services to benefit WES membership 

and non-members 

3 Engage a pR organisation to manage fund raising and corporate 

sponsorship for 2009

4 Establish higher education panel and student programme with 

tools and events

5 WES Champions, leadership sessions, training and promotion

6 Through invigorated regional collaborations with professional 

bodies and learned societies run an on line seminar programme.

7 Engage WES members in aiding employers to evolve the 

workplace culture from the inside.

8 Corporate programme development and support seminar 

programme, web development, articles for in-house journals on 

equality and role models

Evaluation

With the exception of MentorSET, which was established in 

2002, the majority of WES projects have been on-going for 

many years, consume minor funds, and  involve significant 

amounts of volunteer effort. The perceived value of the 

projects is in fulfilling the wishes attached to legacies, 

the Society’s articles (supporting women in hardship) and 

celebrating past members. To date there have been no formal 

evaluations of project impacts although the annual conference 

is always evaluated and a number of membership surveys have 

been undertaken. 

WES will continue to be self critical and in future will use 

on-line survey tools to enable a faster response of evaluations 

to be made.

WES governance exists to monitor and control expenditure 

and project progress and success. Suitable evaluation and 

monitoring will evolve in line with project management 

good practice and industry standards to ensure that the new 

programme is achieving impact. New advisory panels that will 

be established will take on an additional role to ensure that the 

new WES structure continues to be effective. 

Conclusion
The Women’s Engineering Society, through this document, 

affirms its commitment to working in partnership, in a 

more formalised way, to promote the study and practice of 

engineering and allied sciences among women.

WES recognises that it is unable to continue to operate, in 

its current incarnation, as the pool of volunteer time is draining. 

The present executive and Council believe WES must update its 

operation and staff profile in order to: 

operate as an effective membership based networking 

organisation

to raise the level of our voice for women in engineering

play an effective part supporting the profession in taking its 

messages for professionalism and the benefits of diversity 

deeper into the SET community.

To deliver this, Council has approved a new organisational 

structure and business model to leverage traction and impact 

through a new programme starting in 2008 – Mission bluebell. 

The most significant change is the need for a paid business 

development manager position and a support structure of Vice 

presidents that better reflects the communities we work across. 

pump priming funding will expedite this change and a new 

programme of focused activity.

References and useful 
STEM policy papers
publications on science and engineering skills shortages and 
careers:

InterAcademy Council IAC Women for Science 
report   www.interacademycouncil.net

SETFair: a report on women in science, 
engineering and technology.  
http://www.dti.gov.uk/files/file10537.pdf

Demos ‘Girlfriends in High Places’     
http://www.demos.co.uk/files/girlfriendsinhighplaces.pdf

Women’s professional networks are helping women to get 
to the top of organisations by providing the kind of the 
support and informal advice that men get from the ‘old 
boys’ network’.

Council for Industry and Higher Education 
(CIHE);  ‘STEM: the Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Maths Supply Chain’  
http://www.cihe-uk.com/docs/pUbS/0704STEM.pdf

Focusing on these strategically important subjects, this 
review examines the actions taken to implement previous 
government commissioned reports on increasing the supply 
of STEM graduates and what further steps might be taken.

‘Engineering UK’ reports on the supply and demand of 
labour in engineering and technology.  
http://www.etechb.co.uk/research/engineering_uk.cfm

Demos ‘Atlas of Ideas’  
http://www.demos.co.uk/projects/atlasofideas/overview

The Atlas of ideas is an 18-month study of science and 
innovation in China, india and South Korea, with a focus 
on new opportunities for collaboration with the UK and 
Europe. This shows how our knowledge economy will have 
to compete with those with high numbers of SET graduates.
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Glossary
AAAS American Association for the Advancement of Science  –  www.aaas.org

AWISE Association of Women in Science and Engineering

Daphnet www.wes.org.uk/daphnet.html

Engineering Council (UK) is the regulatory authority for registration of professional engineers  –  www.engc.org.uk

EPSRC Engineering and physical Science Research Council (EpSRC)  –  www.epsrc.ac.uk

ETB/EtechB Engineering Technology board – The ETb is a charity that exists to promote, for the public benefit, the art and science 

of engineering and to advance education in engineering and technology  –  www.etechb.co.uk

ICWES international Conference of Women Engineers and Scientists  –  www.inwes.org/index.asp

MentorSET MentorSET is a national mentoring scheme that aims to increase the number of women who can maintain their SET 

careers, and realise their full potential. MentorSET  –  www.mentorset.org.uk

OECD organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development  –  www.oecd.org

RAEng Royal Academy of Engineering. britain’s national academy for engineering, activities for engineers from all disciplines 

to promote excellence in the science, art and practice of engineering. This site contains information on the various 

education or grant schemes they support  –  www.raeng.org.uk

Royal Society  The UK national academy of science  –  www.royalsoc.ac.uk

SET Science, Engineering and Technology

STEM Science, Engineering, Technology and Maths

UKRC UK Resource Centre for Women in Science, Engineering and Technology. Funded by the DTi to offer a range of 

services for UK employers and women  –  www.setwomenresource.org.uk

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural organisation  –  www.unesco.org

WES Women’s Engineering Society  –  www.wes.org.uk

WIC Women into Computing

WISE Campaign Women into Science, Engineering and Construction. The WiSE campaign aims to attract more girls and women into 

SET and construction study and careers, through initiatives in schools etc  –  www.wisecampaign.org.uk

WNC Women’s National Commission  –  www.thewnc.org.uk

Annex 1 – Proposed staff operating budget 
TABLE 4 – ESTIMATED APPOINTMENT COSTS FOR THE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER POST AND ASSOCIATED 
TEAM MEMBERS

Staff Costs

Estimated Cost

Totals 

Business development 

manager (p/t to full time 

3-5 days)

Project  

manager  

(p/t)

Membership 

manager / PR (2 

day/wk) Office admin

Finance  

1 day/week

Salary pro rata £35,000 £25,000.00 £8,000.00 £6,000.00 £4,000.00 £78,000

pension @5% £1,750 £1,250.00 £400.00 £300.00 £200.00 £3,900

National insurance £2,450 £2,250.00 £720.00 £540.00 £360.00 £6,320

Travel estimated at one visit 

per week @£50 per visit

£2,500 £1,000.00    £3,500

Subsistence estimated at 

10 overnight stays per year 

@ £100

£1,000 £1,000.00    £2,000

Training £1,000 £1,000.00 £300.00 £300.00 £300.00 £2,900

iT provision £2,000 £2,000.00    £4,000

Recruitment costs £4,000 £3,000.00 £1,000.00 £1,000.00 £1,000.00 £10,000

Reserve (redundancy, 

insurance for sickness)

£3,000 £3,000.00 £1,000.00 £1,000.00 £1,000.00 £9,000

Total Estimate £52,700 £39,500 £11,420.00 £9,140.00 £6,860.00 £119,620

WES is a member of the National Council of Voluntary organisations and will take advantage of the HRbank’s job description profiles. 

WES will seek in kind support to manage the recruitment process for each of the posts including advertising and use of HR 

personnel to manage the application process and interview boards.
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